Complex cardiac vagal regulation to mental and physiological stress in adolescent major depression.
Cardiovagal control is known to be reduced in major depressive disorder (MDD), however, the neurocardiac reflex control to distinct types of stressors is still unclear. We aimed to study parasympathetically mediated cardiac reflex functioning in response to mental and physiological stressors using heart rate variability (HRV) linear and nonlinear analysis in adolescent MDD. We examined 60 adolescents (40 girls) with MDD (age 14.9 ± 0.3 years) and 60 age and gender-matched controls. ECG was continuously recorded during stress protocol: baseline, Go/NoGo test, recovery, supine position, and orthostasis. Evaluated HRV linear and nonlinear indices: RR interval, pNN50, rMSSD, HF-HRV, Poincaré plot (SD1), symbolic dynamics 2UV%. Cardiovagal reactivity expressed as percentual change (%) was calculated in response to both stressors. In each phase of stress protocol, the MDD group had significantly reduced HRV parameters compared to controls, except for symbolic dynamics index 2UV% in supine position. The reactivity of HRV indices was significantly greater in response to orthostasis in MDD compared to controls. No significant differences were found in response to Go/NoGo test. The smoking status and the menstrual cycle phase potentially affecting the HRV parameters were not monitored. Future research is needed to expand a sample size with respect to sex and to study neurocardiac response to other different stressors in MDD. This study revealed reduced resting cardiovagal regulation and greater vagal withdrawal indicating abnormal neurocardiac reflex functioning to physiological stressor (orthostasis) in adolescent MDD patients. Nonlinear HRV analysis was sensitive to detect cardiac-linked regulatory differences in adolescent depression.